Regionale 20
Step out!
24.11.2019—0.1.2020
With Gin Bahc, Selina Baumann, Urs Cavelti, Jorinde Fischer, Franziska Furter, Simone Holliger, Katrin Hotz, Maude Léonard-Contant, Kaspar Ludwig, Laura Mietrup, Sanna Reitz, Kilian
Rüthemann, Jürg Stäuble, Julia Steiner, Dadi Wirz

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Regionale exhibition format, which currently
comprises 19 institutions of the Dreiländereck, presents around 150-180 artists of the region
each year and includes the Kunsthaus Baselland as one of its five founding institutions.
Under the title Step out! Kunsthaus Baselland presents 14 artists employing sculptural positing
to act from (two-dimensional) area into (three-dimensional) space. Physically stretching out into
space also means for a number of the artists to mentally set themselves up in it, to create models
that can point to something external, yet also invite a counterpart to join in on this mental journey.
The exhibiting artists, almost all of them with an entire or large segment of a room to themselves,
invite the visitors on a course through the Kunsthaus; to an encounter with in part new works that
they developed based on the architecture of the Kunsthaus (e.g., Katrin Hotz, Simone Holliger,
Maude Léonard-Contant, or Sanna Reitz, who was invited by the Regionale to develop a project
for the anniversary that can be experienced at the exteriors of the Kunsthaus). Also shown are
works whose ideas already existed, but that are now being expanded on (as for Gin Bahc, Jorinde
Fischer, Franziska Furter or Jürg Stäuble). In this context, we were able to realize the large-format,
multi-part, and as of yet unimplemented work from the 1990s by Reinach-based artist Dadi Wirz.
The works of Urs Cavelti, Kaspar Ludwig, Laura Mietrup, Kilian Rüthemann and Julia Steiner as
well have yet only occasionally or never been seen in Basel. This once again shows the great
quality of the Regionale: discovering well-known artists through new works or getting to know
artists who shape the artistic landscape of the tripoint region.
Beyond that we would like to take the moving part of the Regionale literally and invite you to join
us – in addition to the bus tours offered by the Regionale – on three dates to embark for Liestal,
Freiburg i. Br. and Mulhouse to visit the local exhibitions and to discuss them with the curators.
We‘re celebrating 20 years of Regionale with (new) artistic productions, discoveries, conversations
and encounters in the region.
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Events Regionale 20
November 24, 2019, 11am–5pm
Family Sunday
Free entry to the exhibition for families
November 24, 2019, 3pm
X_art special: Regionale 20 at the Cargo Bar
With Samuel Dangel, director of L6; Simone Etter & Marianne Papst, artist collective; Claude Gaçon, operator of Cargo Bar; Ines Goldbach, director of Kunsthaus Baselland; Peter Pakesch, co-founder of Regionale: presentation and concept: Danielle Bürgin (Radio X, Basel)
In cooperation with Radio X Basel
November 26, 2019, 12.15pm–1pm
Guided tour of the exhibition
Guided tour of the exhibition. With Ines Tondar, curatorial assistant of the exhibition
December 8, 2019, 2pm–4pm
Family tour and workshop
For children aged 5–12 with Julianna Filep, communications Kunsthaus Baselland, contribution to material
5 CHF per person; with family-pass 4 CHF per person
Register the 3.December at office@kunsthausbaselland.ch
December 10, 2019, 12.15pm–1pm
Guided tour of the exhibition
Guided tour of the exhibition. With Patricia Roditscheff-Hug, curatorial assistant of the exhibition
December 12, 2019, 2pm
Excursion La Kunsthalle Mulhouse (F)
Excursions to neighboring institutions of the Regionale guided by Ines Goldbach. No registration required,
meeting point at the reception, duration approx. 1h, expenses: admission at the location only
December 19, 2019, 2pm
Excursion Kunsthalle Palazzo Liestal (CH)
Excursions to neighboring institutions of the Regionale guided by Ines Goldbach. No registration required,
meeting point at the reception, duration approx. 1h, expenses: admission at the location only
December 20, 2019, 2pm
Excursion Kunstverein Freiburg and E-Werk – Galerie für Gegenwartskunst (D)
Excursions to neighboring institutions of the Regionale guided by Ines Goldbach. No registration required,
meeting point at the reception, duration approx. 1h, expenses: admission at the location only
December 29, 2019, 11am–5pm
Family Sunday
Free entry to the exhibition for families
January 6, 2020, 11am–6pm
Finissage
Free entry to the exhibition
5pm Guided tour of the exhibition. With Ines Goldbach, director of Kunsthaus Baselland

